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If you know someone who owns a 
Porsche, why not ask them to join the 

Club? 

Contact Membership Chair 

John Borody

Membership@redriverpca.org

MEMBERSHIP REPORT

JANUARY 2022

Primary Members 160

Affiliate Members 95

Total Membership 255

PCA National:  144,553 members 

Well it's the start of another year! It seems 
like just about every meeting we have tried 
to plan for the past 2 years has been 
cancelled due to the pandemic. Our January 
AGM was tabled over to February, and is 
now yet another virtual meeting.  The good 
news is that the Government of Canada 
seems to thinks that the Omicron surge was 

the last phase of the pandemic, and the modeling suggests 
that we are close to seeing the end of it.  I certainly hope the 
predictions ring true, as we have an action packed summer 
ahead of us. Our webmasters, Karim Shalaby and Samar 
Sallam, will be setting up the spring calendar of events 
shortly. We will also be planning more driving events such 
as the Return to the Rockies in June this year, as this event 
was a hit amongst all who participated two years ago.

On behalf of the club, I wish to thank Lloyd Richardson for 
his tour of duty as Librarian for the past 10 years. Richard 
has decided 10 years is long enough, and he wishes to pass 
the torch to younger blood. Lloyd has agreed to continue to 
act as Librarian until a club member steps in to fill his 
shoes. If any club member is interested in taking over as 
Librarian, please let me know.

Our Roaring 20s Gala at the Manitoba Club was a 
tremendous success. Members dressed up in 1920s attire, 
and carried on in a way that would have made the Great 
Gatsby proud. 

Our club enjoys a terrific relationship with Porsche Centre 
Winnipeg. As well providing major draw gifts every year 
for our Holiday Banquets, they have provided exception 
support to our members needing technical assistance. The 
Porsche Centre Winnipeg will be opening in its new 
facilities on Kenaston Blvd in a few months, and we are 
trying to finagle a private tour for our members.

 If you have any suggestions, ideas, questions, comments or 
concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at any time.

You still have a few months to get your cars tuned up before 
our season really takes off but there is no reason we can't get 
excited about it already! 

George

PORSCHE PATENT NEWS
A patent application filed by Porsche provides a new 
spin on turbocharging. The system has no less than 
three turbines, but they work together in a rather novel 
way. Two small spinners are places in the exhaust 
system and, rather than providing boost, they’re used 
to generate electricity. That juice is then deployed to 
power a motor driving a compressor which feeds the 
engine. This means that the amount of boost supplied 
is completely independent of engine speed, while the 
motor that powers it doesn’t sap any energy from the 
combustion engine, since it’s driven by waste gasses.

Electrically powered compressors have been used 
before—in the Mercedes AMG E53, for example—but 
the way Porsche is proposing to generate that 
electricity is new. Alongside its EV plans Porsche is 
pushing e-fuels as a way to keep the combustion 
engine, and driving enjoyment, al ive. This 
turbocharging innovation could be added to the mix.

   -courtesy Hagerty
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flatsixes.com

First of all - Happy New Year 
everyone!

Secondly - I just want to pick up 
on a few things from the last 
Editor’s Column, back in 
November /December 2021. 
Obviously, since then we’ve seen 

the emergence of the highly transmissible “omicron” 
strain of the COVID-19 virus... this made Christmas 2021 
seem almost like Christmas 2020 all over again, with 
public health exhortations and gathering limits back once 
again.

But COVID-19 aside... I managed to get down to 
Pembina ND to pick up my new tires, during the brief 
window when short trips to the USA were allowed 
without a PCR test required to return to Canada. Whew! 
My new tires look great and I can hardly wait to get them 
on in Springtime. And when I went to the States, I took 
the opportunity to pop down to Grand Forks and pick up 
a few cases of exotic diet soda. Fortunately I didn’t feel 
(or look) out of place wearing my mask since all the 
employees at Target and Walmart were masked. 
Customers were a different story... about one out of five 
at Target and one out of ten at Walmart were masked up. I 
kept a prudent social distance away from ‘em.

In any event... thinking of stuff to do in the winter and 
content for the newsletter, I’d mentioned a possible “scale 
model show” and had heard from some members that this 
might be of interest. Failing that, how about some scale 
model photos for the newsletter? I have a few “real” 
models myself, but one of the parcels I picked up in 
Pembina had a great old Corgi diecast Porsche 917/10 in 
1/36 scale. What a superb little model, complete with 
(gasp) L&M Cigarettes sponsorship livery. I couldn’t 
help but set up a photo to represent the car at Mosport, 
1972, driven by Mark Donohue.

So how about some pictures of your car models?

Dallas
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GOLDEN

ROD

RRR Member Rod Uzat’s 1973 911T
is a fully custom hot rod - and it’s a driver

Story by Dallas Ewen - Photos by Dallas Ewen and Rod Uzat 

Red River Region member Rod Uzat comes by his Porsche 
passion honestly. His father, Horst, restored a 1969 Porsche 
911T when Rod was young. “It was Blut Orange - a tangerine 
colour. But I had the gold colour in mind from the start of the 
project - it’s period correct goldmetallic - in 
basecoat/clearcoat.”

Horst, a radio-frequency engineer, stripped his own 911 to 
bare metal and rebuilt the engine himself, with some 
assistance from his friend Gerhard Engel, a Stuttgart-trained 
former head mechanic at Auto Haus. Rod says that seeing his 
Dad restore his own 911 - “equipped just the way you want, 
you’re able to go anywhere flat out if you like” - inspired his 
own 911 build. 

And that build has been an odyssey. Rod started thinking 
about it two years before he bought the car, an eBay purchase 
from New Jersey. Although the car had been seriously cut up 
and modified as the start of a racecar project, Rod saw the 
potential in it. “It was a ‘73, not rusty, and had the flared 
fenders I was wanting on my car. It seemed sensible at the 
time.”
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As demonstrated by the pictures, the amount of 
work Rod was taking on in this project was not 
inconsiderable. He was basically starting from a bare 
shell, and not even a whole one at that. “The roof of 
the car had been cut off by the previous owner,” Rod 
says.

Fortunately Rod had expert help with the project, 
chiefly from Pete Kroeker of DMK Customs in 
Lockport, and Paul McLeod of Red Bearing 
Automotive Service and Restoration of Stony 
Mountain.

Pete took on the body and paintwork, and did some 
work on the interior of the car. He estimates that he 
spent something like 1,500 hours into Rod’s project 
911.

As for the mechanicals, that was Paul’s world. Rod 
wanted a hot rod, so an engine transplant was the 
way forward. Rod chose a 3.6 litre flat-six from a  
964-generation 911, backed up by a traditional 915 
5-speed manual transmission. “I like the feel of the 
915 and didn’t want a G50,” notes Rod.

Paul worked on the engine (it has PMO carbs and 
dyno’d at 250bhp at the wheels, before the fuelling 
was completely dialled in) and installed it along with 
the 915 transmission. He also updated the car with 
993 brakes. Rod had originally wanted Braid wheels 
for the car, but after that fell through he elected to go 
with widened Fuchs - 16x9" front and 16x10" out 
back. Paul made a template to mask the wheels for 
painting. 
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by Chris Cushing | flatsixes.com

While the engine was massaged appropriately, the suspension wasn’t 
neglected, with Paul installing Penske coilovers (no torsion bars!) and 
other components from Elephant Racing. He even had hardware made 
specially for the car - Rod noted that having hardware custom-made 
by a local supplier was actually more convenient and economical that 
ordering it from elsewhere, in some cases - and he got to see the 
quality first hand.

Pete at DMK Customs wasn’t idle while Paul was doing the 
mechanical work, either. The car took massaging and work from front 
to back. “The front fenders are fibreglass, while the rear fenders and 
flares are all steel. Pete came up with some amazing aluminum inner 
liners for the fenders to avoid the bodywork being damaged by stones 
thrown up from inside.” Restoration Design of Guelph, Ontario 
supplied parts for the project and is highly praised by Rod for their 
quality and responsiveness.

As if doing all the bodywork and paint wasn’t enough, Pete also took 
on fabricating some of the custom interior pieces, like the unique 
“antlers” on the door panels echoing the stag antlers on the Porsche 
crest, themselves inspired by the state crest of Wurttemburg. Leather 
trimming for the interior was handled by Otto’s Custom Upholstery. 
Rod spec’d a stock looking steering wheel and a 917-style wooden 
gear knob for the interior, along with some truly gorgeous GTS 
Classic Monte Carlo seats in dark brown leather, and contrasting tartan 
fabric trim.
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Rod was born and raised in Winnipeg and holds a Master’s 
degree in Educational Administration. He  has recently 
taken a job as Assistant Professor of Educational Leadership 
at the University of Texas, which seems like a natural 
environment for a Porsche hot rod - it’ll allow Rod to drive 
it pretty much anytime he wants. Not that it lacked for use in 
Manitoba - “I put 2,500 miles on in six weeks.” 
Performance is excellent too, with the car weighing in at a 
lightweight 2,500lbs.

The car abounds in unique touches too - the Talbot mirror 
sourced from original dies, drilled door handles from Sierra 
Madre, 100-litre fuel tank with centre fill, trick battery 
cutoff under the stock fuel door, push-button dual hood 
release...
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www.curbramps.com

Winnipeg (204) 298-2338

The flush-mounted “trimless” windshield was another special touch 
dreamed up by Rod, requiring extremely careful installation. It really 
distinguishes the build and is a unique touch.

And that’s really the essence of the build - one man’s vision of the 
perfect Porsche 911 hot rod. It’s raw, it’s loud, it’s fast, it’s 
completely custom, and every bit of it is the result of deliberate 
decisions made by its creator. But it’s also pretty luxurious and can be 
set up for touring - the suspension is adjustable.

And like any project car, there’s still more to do. Rod commissioned a 
leathermaker to build custom leather luggage for the car, made from 
the same leather he used on the interior... 

Rod’s happy with the car, and that’s what counts. What an 
achievement and what a remarkable build!



by Andy Tighe

photos by the author except where credited
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NEW ADDRESS
75 ARCHIBALD STREET
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By Dallas Ewen

INSIDE CAR STORAGE
SEASONAL

WINTER AND/OR SUMMER

HARDY

HAL HARDY
204.894.9149
call to reserve your space
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Holiday

Gala
2021
Story and photos by George Derwin

Our Roaring 20s Gala whisked you back to the days just after 
the Great War, complete with exquisite ostrich feather and 
pearl decor, big band music, and vintage black-tie attire that 
captured the era.

The unique signature drink for the evening was the Pink 
Taycan, which was designed to an electrifying flavour.

This year, our club honoured Porsche Centre Winnipeg for 
its support of the annual charity fundraiser held each year at 
our holiday banquet. For many years, the major draw item 
that we use for our charity draw has been generously donated 
by Porsche Centre Winnipeg. At the Gala, we presented 
Anderson Le, General Manager of Porsche Centre Winnipeg 
with a plaque in recognition of their service to the 
community.

The award for the best 1920s outfit went to Jutta Essig, and 
the prize for best-dressed couple went to Karim Shalaby and 
Samar Sallam.

Our major draw item this year was a set of tires donated by 
Porsche Centre Winnipeg. Our draw raised $1,200 to be 
donated to the Community Legal Education Association, to 
support their education of young drivers. The lucky winner 
of the draw was Bruce Froebe. Congratulations Bruce! 

After dinner, attendees patronized a 1920s-style casino, 
where it was evident that if you chatted up the dealer, you 
couldn't help but win every time.

We also wish to thank Paz and Lisa Fernando for sponsoring 
our Gala at this wonderful venue.

Contest winner Bruce Froebe

Murray and Gale Enns
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Catherine Carlson

VP Chris Hewitt with Karim Shalaby and Samar Sallam

Marco and Jutta Essig

Porsche Centre Winnipeg GM Anderson Le and George Derwin
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PAINT PROTECTION FILM

 

WINDOW FILM

WINDSHIELD FILM

PAINT CORRECTION

CERAMIC COATINGS

PAINTLESS DENT REPAIR

RETAIL WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION

INFO@VPSCANADA.COM

SERVICES

16
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PORSCHE
CAYMAN
GT4 RS

Story and photos by Bradley Brownell - flatsixes.com

For years Porsche enthusiasts have been begging for the 
next big thing in mid-engine speed from Porsche. Ever 
since the GT4 launched customers have been asking for a 
GT4 RS. Not only is there one, but now Porsche has 
launched a second. There is a road-going GT4 RS and the 
track-only GT4 RS Clubsport. Both models will get the 4-
liter naturally aspirated flat six cribbed directly from the 
911 GT3 and track-only GT3 Cup. It’s a 493-horsepower 
engine that revs up to 9,000 RPM, so you know it’s a good 
quality piece. Torque is also up to 331 lb-ft.

Unlike the standard GT4, the GT4 RS will only be 
available with a 7-speed PDK gearbox. Drivers will be 
given a choice between firing off lightning-fast shifts from 
the paddle shifters behind the steering wheel, or using the 
new push-and-pull lever in the center console cribbed from 
the Gt3.

With the car’s increased demand for airflow some 
significant design changes needed to be made. One of the 
first you might notice is the new air inlets behind the car’s 
side windows which help feed air to the new high-rev 
motor. The traditional Cayman quarter panel side intakes 
have been fitted with larger scoops, and now help feed air 
to the car’s radiators for cooling.
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TO BE CONTINUED...

Obviously a focus has been put on getting the car to weigh as 
little as possible. Porsche managed to find 49 pounds to pull out 
of a Cayman GT4 to make the GT4 RS. The front fenders and 
hood are carbon fiber, and the rear window is now crafted from 
thinner light weight glass. The door panels were fitted with door 
opening loops instead of metal handles, and the storage bins 
have been replaced with netting.

The street GT4 RS has a new aerodynamic profile which 
contributes 25 percent more downforce than the current GT4. In 
addition to a race-derived swan-neck rear wing, the car has front 
fender venting to keep lift air from building up under the front 
fender openings. There is a new adjustable front diffuser, a new 
front spoiler, and a new rear diffuser. It’s pretty intense. 
Similarly the car’s suspension has been overhauled for track 
performance. The new 20-inch center-lock wheels are a first for 
Cayman models.

As with the GT3 RS, you get a choice of an optional Weissach 
Package, which helps reduce weight even further. This gives you 
a thinner and lighter carbon luggage compartment lid, air 
intakes, air box lid, mirror caps, and rear wing are all carbon. 
You also get a lightweight titanium exhaust tip set. If you’re 
really looking to cut weight, you can order the magnesium wheel 
package.

Perhaps the most stunning piece of news is the 718 Cayman GT4 
RS’ new Nurburgring lap time. During final testing, Porsche 
brand ambassador Jörg Bergmeister completed a lap of the 
20.832 kilometer track in 7:09.300 minutes. On the shorter track 
variant, which was formerly used as a benchmark (bridge to 
gantry), the GT4 RS set a time of 7:04.511 minutes – 23.6 
seconds quicker than the 718 Cayman GT4.

The new 2022 Porsche 718 Cayman GT4 RS is 
celebrating its world premiere at the Los Angeles Auto 
Show and has an MSRP of $141,700, not including a 
$1,350 delivery, processing and handling fee. It is 
expected to reach U.S. dealers in the course of summer 
2022.

The race-only Clubsport version will cost $229,000, not 
including tax, and will be eligible for FIA GT4 
regulations. In this market that means the car will be able 
to race in SRO World Challenge and IMSA Michelin Pilot 
Challenge. If you’re into that kind of thing, you could also 
just buy one to take to PCA trackdays. The Clubsport 
should be able to deliver to customer teams ahead of the 
2022 racing season, which kicks off in a little over two 
months.
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986 Boxster front bumper cover 

Silver front bumper cover, from 2003 base Boxster, fits any 
base Boxster 99-04. Excellent condition, no cracks, includes 
grill inserts. Asking $400, would consider trade for GoPro or 
similar dash cam of equivalent value

Call Mark @ 204-794-4688 or email  black986@shaw.ca

22

 Porsche Wheel for sale

Specs are  8.5 J X 18 H 2   

ET-52

 Fits 993 & 996 Models, Came 
off of a 1999 911 (rear)

 Asking $250 obo.

 Call Rob @204-510-3272

Bridgestone Potenza RE 050A

265/35ZR19 (94Y)

DOT EJN7 N-1 Treadwear 140, 5/32"

Traction A, Temperature A

Wear is even, no cupping or bulges. Single tire only.

Asking $125.  Email Vern: snowbal@mymts.net

Set of 4 Porsche center caps 

off 20" Carrera S wheels. 

From Rhodium Silver 2014 Boxster 981.  

$125.00 perfect condition 

Les Duncan,   duncanleslie3@gmail.com

204-799-5261

1982 Porsche 928

4.5 litre V8, 5-sp 
manual trans.

$8,500 OBO. Call Ray for more information. 

204-229-3928

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are free to Red River Region/PCA membersfor items 
personally owned or sought by the member. No commercial 
ads.Ads must be 60 words or less and must include name and email 
address.One picture may be included per ad. Ads may be edited for 
space or content. Members may place multiple ads, but please be 
respectful of newsletter space by keeping your ads relevant to the 
Club audience. Deadline for classified ad submission is the 15th of 
the month prior to publication. Ads will run for one issue and may be 
renewed. Terms of sale and all other aspects of any transaction are 
the sole responsibility of the transacting parties. E-mail your ad to 
newsletter@redriverpca.org.

G e n u i n e  P o r s c h e  R o o f 
Transport System for 987 
Cayman. Attach your bike rack, 
luggage carrier, etc. Locks to car 
with key. 

$1,100 brand-new price.

 Asking $250 OBO. 

Happy to show over FT or Zoom, or in person.  

Call Dan:  (204) 291-3553

2000 Porsche 911 Carrera 2

Cabriolet

Ocean blue metallic, granite 
grey interior, 217,000km

Tiptronic transmission

This car has many new interior 
and exterior trim parts. Brand new Porsche short block(not a 
rebuild) at 160,000 km. Porsche Dealer safety completed June 
11, 2021. Well maintained and cared for over the last 10 years 
courtesy Porsche Centre Winnipeg

 Email Don: don.debeer@1tkg.com

Y O U R  A D  H E R E

SO
LD

991.2 Winter Tire Set

For offer at $3500 is a lightly used 
(approx. 4,000kms) Porsche OEM 
19" Winter Tire package for the 
911 (991.2 wide body). 

Tires are Continental 
ContiWinterContacts. Also includes 
OEM Centre Caps and TPMS. 

Rims are ceramic coated and in 
wonderful condition.  Please email Jason at 
jrba@mts.net.

mailto:duncanleslie3@gmail.com


If you have an article and or photos you would like to submit for publication in Red River Ramblings,
please contact Dallas Ewen, Editor at newsletter@redriverpca.org

Librarian
Currently Vacant
Historian@redriverpca.org

Stan Thorne

sthorne carguy@gmail.com.

Past President 
Dennis Duncan
Past-president@redriverpca.org

Treasurer
Richard Wansbutter

Treasurer@redriverpca.org

President
George Derwin
President@redriverpca.org

Webmasters
Karim Shalaby and Samar Sallam 

Webmaster@redriverpca.org

Newsletter Editor
Dallas Ewen

Newsletter@redriverpca.org

Special Events
Helmut Waedt
Specialevents@redriverpca.org

Membership
John Borody

Membership@redriverpca.org

Meeting Schedule
Regular Club meetings occur on the first Wednesday of each month commencing at 7pm. 
Please feel free to come earlier for food and fellowship before the meeting.
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Statements appearing in issues of “Red River Ramblings” are those of the 

authors and not necessarily those of the Red River Region or PCA. The Red 

River Region is not responsible for any services or merchandise advertised 

herein. The word “Porsche” is used herein solely to identify a make of 

automobile and does not indicate an affiliation or relationship with the 

manufacturer or distributors.

Check  or watch your email!www.redriverpca.org

Zone 10 Midwest Representative

Secretary
Linda Hogue
Secretary@redriverpca.org

Vice-President
Chris Hewitt

Vicepresident@redriverpca.org

March 2, 2022 Tony Roma’s St. James

April 6, 2022 Location TBA

http://www.redriverpca.org



